
Welcome, contestants! To the...

Welcome, contestants! To the...

You will need t
o be resourcefu

l, lucky, aggre
ssive, 

cowardly, and lu
cky in order to s

urvive. And if yo
u die, 

just make sure yo
u are no longer de

ad by the time eve
ryone 

else is. Thus it
 would be benefic

ial to you to e
nsure 

that probability
 be perpetually 

to your advantag
e...

Greetings! I am t
he L72D10 AI welc

oming you to the 
Gadget Grid. Gadg

et Grid is the 

System’s most pop
ular live game sh

ow for over 7Z?0 
years. As an avid

 follower of the 

show yourself, yo
u surely know tha

t the eight of yo
u have been rando

mly selected to 

compete in a deli
ghtful battle to 

the death for the
 entertainment of

 your friends, 

family, and the 
rest of our view

ership. I have b
een programmed t

o stipulate that
 

only the winner 
will return home

 to great fame a
nd rewards... bu

t it is an honor
 

just to be abduct
ed.

Hello, Intern T. Clone here! I don’t actually know why I’m here because I’m the only one in the building and the AI doesn’t drink coffee...but I sure do love working here! The atmosphere is breathable and I’m almost never on fire! Please allow me to brighten your Gridsperience!

It is true that
 those who buil

t me and were r
esponsible for m

y maintenance 

have been missin
g for some time.

 It is also true
 that the viewer

ship numbers 

I’m recording ha
ve gone from man

y billions acros
s several planet

s to typically 

just eight views
 from, coinciden

tally, the same 
locations as the

 contestants in 

the arena. 

Don’t worry, tho
ugh, the averag

e quantities of 
fame and 

fortune across a
ll games is stil

l quite high, so
 you can 

expect a fair am
ount of each whe

n you get home.

I have been
 

instructed 
not 

to call 
it that. 
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The Board (Contains 1 The Grid)

120 Gadget Cards

26 Setup Cards

8 Character Cards 

6 Zombot Cards

22 Premium DLC Cards

8 Turn Order Cards

2 Card Trays

24 Life Gizmos

8 Character Tokens
(with 8 stands)

6 Zombot Tokens 
(with 6 stands)

4 Buddy Tokens
(with 2 stands)

2 Ten-Sided Dice

GadgetCon Swag

This Instruction Manual

Approximately 5.1 Billion 
Neutrinos 

*Fame and Fortune not included.

Oh no 
you’ve let 

them
escape!

Game Components > > > >



OBJECT PLACEMENT > > > > >
Yes, this is before setup, because it is required to perform setup. Should 
this apparent disruption cause you any distress, you are welcome to make 
use of one of our crying booths.

Much of your time will be spent placing cards or other objects on The Grid. Cards should 
always be placed face up, so that players know what they are at all times. 
When asked to place cards, follow these steps:

• Roll both of the dice; you’ll get some number “A” on one die and some number “B” on the other.
• Place one card at the coordinates (AB) and one at (BA).
• If you rolled doubles, place both cards on that square (AA).
• If you’re placing only one card, you choose which of the two squares to use.

There is no limit to how many cards, tokens, and/or Buddies that can go on a single square. 
However, no cards can be placed on top of Environment Cards. Instead, the player placing 
the card chooses a square adjacent to that Environment Card to place it on. Similarly, 
when placing an Environment Card onto an occupied square, the Environment Card must be 
placed in an adjacent square. Follow this same rule whenever placing an Environment Card 
on a square that already has something on it.
 
The colored diagonal lasers on the board are available for object placement assistance. 
Note that they connect all possible pairs of numbers AB and BA. When this manual or a card 
refers to an “opposite” square, it is referring to these pair opposites: the opposite of 
42 is 24, the opposite of 70 is 07, etc. 

Example 1: In the left image, 
a 6 and a 4 are rolled, so the 
cards are placed on both square 
64 and square 46. In the right 
image, both dice are showing a 
7, so both cards are placed on 
square 77.
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1. Shuffle the Premium DLC Cards and deal out four cards next to the board. 

2. Create your Start Deck:
 • Shuffle the entire Setup Card deck and randomly draw the number of cards 
       shown on the table below, creating your Start Deck. 
 • Each player chooses a Character Token, finds the corresponding Character Card, 
       and adds it to the Start Deck. All characters are functionally identical; 
   the color coding is merely for identification purposes.
 • Add Zombot Cards according to the table below to the Start Deck. 
 • Finally, shuffle all the Gadget Cards and add the listed number to the Start Deck.

Number of Players Setup Cards Zombot Cards Gadget Cards

3 9 6 4

4 8 6 4

5 6 5 6

6 6 4 6

(For player counts that are not on this table, see the Variant Rules section on Page 12.)

3. You should now have a Start Deck of 22 cards. Shuffle them up and roll the dice to 
place them, two at a time, on the board following the rules delineated in OBJECT 
PLACEMENT on page 3. Repeat this process until all of these cards are placed — 11 
rolls of the dice. (If at any point a card would be placed on top of an existing 
Environment Card, instead place it on any adjacent square of the placer’s choice.)

4. Replace each Character and Zombot Card on the board with the matching Character or 
Zombot Token. Place three Life Gizmos on top of each Character Token. 

5. At this point, each player should check to see if their character is within two 
non‑diagonal squares of a Zombot (that is, able to be damaged by them on the first turn; 
see Zombs in Useful Terms on page 19). For each Zombot in this range, that player 
may draw one Gadget Card from the deck. Discard any Environment Cards drawn this way; 
draw another card for each one you discarded.

6. Put the remaining Gadget Cards in two separate decks at opposite corners of the 
board. When drawing a card, players may draw from either deck, and when discarding, 
players may discard to either pile.

  The first player is whoever was most recently beamed into an alien battle arena.

Setup > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > Page 4
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GOAL
When only one player’s Character Token has any Life Gizmos, that player is the winner! 

Congratulations, contestant. Upon completion of the proper forms 
and tax documents, you may collect your winnings and enjoy a long 
and comfortable life — provided the translocation process doesn’t 
disintegrate you while trying to return you home. Some restrictions 
apply. See your local quantum florist for details. Void where no matter is present.

               LIVING TURN ORDER
While you have Life Gizmos, your “Living” turn consists of four 
phases:

Generation Phase: Place 2 Cards

Roll the dice and place two Gadget Cards on The Grid, face up, according to the object 
placement rules.

Action Phase: Do One Thing

• Play a Widget Card, placing it in the discard pile and gaining its effect once, OR
• Purchase a Premium DLC (See DLC on page 10), OR
• Place two more Gadget Cards (repeat the Generation Phase), OR
• Do no things.

Movement Phase: Umm, move.

Move your character up to three squares. Diagonal movement is permitted. 

Immediately collect every non-Environment Card in each square you move into. There is 
no limit to the number of cards you can hold. If you collect an Equipment Card, you may 
activate it by laying it on the table in front of you and immediately gain its effects. 
Keep collected cards separate from active Equipment, either in your hand or on another 
part of the table. 

If you move into a square with a Zombot, Zomboid, or the Zombuoy (see Zombs in Useful 
Terms on page 19), you immediately take damage (remove one Life Gizmo and keep it in 
front of you).

 You cannot move onto Sentries or Rubble.

GAMEPLAY > > > > > > > > > > >
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Attack Phase: Attack!

• Play one Attack Card from your hand, OR
• Move one Zomb up to two spaces (See Zombs in Useful Terms on page 19). 

You cannot move a Zomb onto a square it has already been on this turn — no “doubling 
back.” All Environment rules apply; Zombs may move through Portals at the player’s 
discretion, they are blocked by Sentries and Rubble, and they fall through Floor 
Malfunctions. 

All Attacks deal one damage. The player whose character takes damage must remove one 
Life Gizmo from their Character Token, but they keep it in front of them. These can be 
used to purchase Premium DLC (see DLC on Page 10). If a character loses all three Life 
Gizmos at any point, they zombify. See ZOMBOID TURN ORDER on page 8.

All targets of the Attack must be within the character’s Line of Sight (See Line Of 
Sight in Useful Terms on page 19) and within the damage area of the Attack.

Attacking is always the last thing you do, and thus doing so ends your turn.

Should the competition be interrupted by alien invasion, audience interference, 
or instantaneous vacuum decay of the Universe, no winner will be declared and all 
contestants recycled as Zombot parts for future games.

> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >
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ZOMBOID TURN ORDER

If your Life Gizmos are reduced to zero, The Grid will revive you — albeit with limited 
motor functions — as a Zomboid.

Upon becoming a Zomboid, lay all of your held Gadget Cards in front of you. You cannot 
use them while a Zomboid. Any Equipment Cards you have equipped are rendered inert and, 
though you still have them, you do not gain their benefits. Premium DLC cards, however, 
are still active and can still be used when they apply.

You are immune to all Attacks and damage while in your Zomboid form.

As a Zomboid, your turn is much more limited: 

Generation Phase: Place 2 Cards

Roll the dice and place two Gadget Cards on the Grid, face up, 
according to the object placement rules.

                 Action Phase: Do One Thing

• Purchase a Premium DLC (See DLC on page 10), OR
• Place two more Gadget Cards (repeat the Generation Phase), OR
• Do no things.

Movement Phase: Move, But Slowly.

Move your character up to three squares. Diagonal movement is NOT permitted. 

You do not collect any Gadget Cards while you move. 

Missing Phase: Attack?

You have no Attack Phase as a Zomboid. Instead, if you enter a space with a living 
opponent, you steal one of their Life Gizmos, place it on your Character Token, and 
become Living. Then you can perform any remaining Movement you didn’t yet use this 
turn, during which you can collect Gadget Cards as normal, and play your usual Attack 
Phase at the end of your turn. If you cannot get to a living opponent, however, your 
turn simply ends after you have finished moving. 

> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > >Page 8
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If another player uses their Attack Phase to move you into a Living Character’s space, 
then the same applies; you take one Gizmo from the Character Token whose space you 
occupy and, on your turn, you play a Living turn.

When you take a Life Gizmo from another player in this manner, the Gizmo is yours to 
keep, and you can use it later to purchase Premium DLC as if it had always been yours.

Zombots cannot be revived, as they are barely sentient scraps of metal we threw 
together from the parts of former unsuccessful opponents. They had their chance at 
greatness; they are not permitted another.

EXAMPLE 2: Zaggy Moonpowder has lost all Life Gizmos and can only shamble about the board 
in horizontal and vertical lines. He must move two squares in order to occupy Wunowenoh’s 
square and steal one of their Life Gizmos. After reviving, Zaggy can move one more square 
(now in any direction) and perform his usual Attack.

> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > Page 9
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Premium Downloadable 
Content (DLC) e-Shoppe

Sometimes you just can’t win using your own skill and need to buy your way to victory. 
For that, there is Premium DLC. 

During your Action Phase, you may spend cards in your hand (or active Equipment, if 
necessary) to purchase one of the four Premium DLC Cards currently on display in the 
e-Shoppe next to the board. All DLC cards have a cost of one Equipment, one Widget, and 
one Attack. One of those three is always a specific, named card and the other two can be 
paid with any card in the relevant category.  

For example, the Zomboflauge Premium DLC can be purchased for 
any Widget Card and any Attack Card, but the Equipment card 
used must be the Zomb Whistle. If you do not have the Zomb 
Whistle, you cannot purchase this card. 

EXCEPT...

Any Life Gizmos you have (including those currently on your 
Character Token) can be used as a “wild card” in place of 
any unspecified Widget Card, Attack Card, or Equipment Card 
when purchasing DLC. Further, two Gizmos can be traded in to 
replace the named card. You may spend up to as many Gizmos 
as you have in this manner (See Example 3 on page 11). 
These Life Gizmos go back into the box and are never seen again.

The Gadget Cards used to purchase the DLC go into the discard pile as normal.

Both Living and Zomboid characters can purchase DLC during their turn. Place your 
purchased Premium DLC card in front of you and immediately gain its benefits. You can 
use your DLC even as a Zomboid, and you can never lose it for any reason. You may have 
more than one DLC card, but each one must be purchased separately, on separate turns. 
You cannot trade one DLC for another, either with a player or in the DLC market.

The DLC now belongs to you and will follow you home and live with you for the 
rest of your life. It is very quiet and won’t disturb your neighbors, but it will 
require a lot of food and attention. Please remember to spay or neuter your DLC. 

Page 10
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Example 3: Here’s all the ways you can purchase the Zomboflauge Premium DLC.

As it has been many temporal cycles since we have had sponsorship, or any correspondence of 
any kind, I have graciously taken it upon myself to produce commercial intermissions coupled 
with on-screen logo placement for my own high-end brand of luxury products calculated to 
improve your otherwise mundane existence. 

Please stand by for eight 50-minute transmissions containing informative and provocative 
imagery designed to impress upon you the desire to purchase said commodities.

> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > Page 11
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TWO–PLAYER VARIANT RULES

In the event that only two players survive the translocation event, the rules are 
modified to allow for more engaging competition. Rules and win conditions are subject to 
the following minor changes:

Use 8 Setup Cards, 6 Gadget Cards, and all 6 Zombot Cards in the Start Deck. Perform 
the Setup routine as normal.

At the end of each turn, each Zombot moves one square toward the nearest character. If 
a Zombot is the same number of squares from both characters, each player rolls one die 
and the Zombot moves towards the character with the lowest result. Reroll on a tie.

When you move a Zombot as your Attack, that Zombot moves only 
one square instead of two.

There are no Zomboids in this format. The first player to lose 
all three Life Gizmos simply loses the game, with the other 
player being declared the winner.

EXAMPLE 4: Remember, Zombs cannot move diagonally. The path they 
take to get to a character does not matter and can be decided by 
the player the Zomb is moving toward. In this example, the Zomb 
may move either horizontally or vertically toward the character 
to end up one square away.

ONE–PLAYER VARIANT RULES

If you have entered The Grid by yourself, well, the show must go on! Welcome to the 
Pal-R-Gone Gladiatorial Challenge! Sponsored by Pol-E-Gone Cleaning Supplies.

Before creating the e-Shoppe, remove the Scarezomb Premium DLC card from the DLC deck. 
Use 8 Setup Cards, 2 Gadget Cards, and all 6 Zombot Cards in the Start Deck. Then add 
5 extra Character Tokens in addition to your own. Perform the Setup routine as normal, 
but give only one Life Gizmo to yourself and one to each other Character.

At the end of your turn, each Zomb moves two squares toward you. (If you have damaged 
any of the opposing players, they are now Zomboids and move toward you with the 
Zombots). Each other Character token moves one square away from you. 

Player Count Variant Rules
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You may attack and damage Zombs. If you do, they are removed from the board and 
re-placed after Zomb movement has occurred; you choose which of the two squares it goes 
in. If you removed multiple Zombs in a single turn, you may roll to place each one 
individually.

Unfortunately, The Grid has taken full control of the Zombs for this challenge. This 
means you cannot move them nor use them to attack others. You are the only one who can 
be harmed by them. 

If you can remove all Life Gizmos from all opponents before yours are gone, you win.
If you lose your Life Gizmo, you lose. 

For an added challenge, consider including all seven opponents!

SEVEN–PLAYER VARIANT RULES

All rules and setup are the same as in a six-player game, but it will take longer. 

EIGHT–PLAYER VARIANT RULES

All rules and setup are the same as in a seven-player game, but it will take even longer. 

NINE–PLAYER VARIANT RULES

There are only eight Character Tokens. You cannot have nine players. 

TEN–PLAYER VARIANT RULES

Stop it. The Grid is getting angry. 

ELEVEN–PLAY                  .

> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > Page 13



Edge Cases > > > > > > > > > > 

There are some rules and/or exceptions that are simply too complex to fit on 
a single card. This section is meant to clear up those rules.

WIDGET CARDS

Mirror Universe: You may swap with any character, Zombot, or Zomboid. You may not 
swap with a Buddy, but if you swap with a Player who owns a Buddy, the Buddy moves 
accordingly. 

Nanocurlers: Diagonal movement is not allowed.

Pet Gremlin Lawyer: This applies only to active Equipment.

Psychic Lasso: The movement may be diagonal, just like movement for a Living Character. 
This cannot be used on Zombots.

Temporal Warp: You may choose either discard pile.

ATTACK CARDS

Attack Cards always damage the target for exactly one Life Gizmo, and they are always 
discarded after one use (with the exception of the Laser-Guided Axe and Anti-Axe). 

Anti-Axe: Moves perpendicular to the lasers on the floor. Add or subtract 11 from the 
number on its current square to determine the next square it is allowed to go to. Or, 
for the arithmophobics, it can go up and to the left or down and to the right. 

Laser-Guided Axe: Moves along the lasers on the floor. Add or subtract 9 from the number 
on its current square to determine the next square it is allowed to go to. Or, for the 
arithmophobics, it can go down and to the left or up and to the right.

If at any point a player possesses both a Laser-Guided Axe and an Anti-Axe, they must 
discard them both. 

Big Red Button: Each Sentry type is different for the purposes of this card. For 
example, it can destroy all Gorgonzillas OR all Mechakrakens, but you cannot destroy 
both Gorgonzillas AND Mechakrakens with the same card.

Page 14
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n-O-Gones and Board Mortar: These attack specific squares on the board, and thus you do 
not need Line of Sight to a Character in order to damage them. 

Remote Controls: Any Remote Control can activate any Sentry. The player using the 
Remote Control chooses which Sentry to activate. An activated Sentry always damages 
every target it can reach. 

ENVIRONMENT CARDS

Floor Malfunction: It is required that a player makes the “byoop” sound with their 
mouths when moving their character as a result of stepping onto these. Forgetting to do 
so means that player is required to fetch the next round of snacks for the table.

Portals: All Portals are adjacent to all other Portals. Characters, Zombs, and Attacks 
can pass through Portals. Since they are adjacent, not co-located, it costs one square 
of movement or range to move from one Portal to another. 

EXAMPLE 5: If you throw a rock 
next to a Portal, you may simply 
ignore the Portal. If, however, 
you throw through the Portal, the 
rock must continue in the direction 
it was thrown — you cannot change 
directions through a portal.

> > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > > Page 15



EXAMPLE 6: From this very advantageous position, 
a thrown Laser-Guided Axe can hit any one of the 
other seven Characters.

Sentries: Line of Sight for these refers to the Sentry’s line of sight, not yours. 
For example, a player with a Rubble card between them and the chosen Sentry will be 
protected, but a Rubble between them and you will not protect them. 

If a Sentry is placed on the same square as a Character, that Character may remain in 
that square for as long as they wish. This Sentry does not block Line of Sight for that 
character or players targeting them, and it will damage that Character if activated. 
Once the Character leaves the square with the Sentry, they may not return.

EQUIPMENT CARDS

You may not have two of the same Equipment active at any time. For example, if you have 
two Zomb Whistles, you must keep one of them in your hand. You cannot use both to gain 
two extra Zomb movements. If you lose your active Equipment, you may replace it with an 
identical one from your hand at the start of your turn for no cost. 

Fourth Eye: If a Zomboid causes you to discard this card, they do not get a Life Gizmo 
from you and thus do not revive. 

  Grappler: This cannot be used on diagonally adjacent cards.
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PREMIUM DLC

Rubber Baby Buggy Buddy: Initially place this buddy token on the board adjacent to your 
character. You can Attack through it, but other players and Zombs can’t. It blocks Line 
of Sight from one Character to another, but it never blocks your own Line of Sight. If 
you move your Character to this Buddy’s square, you have the option of rolling the dice 
to re-place your Character, or you can simply move into its square. In either case, the 
Buddy moves to your previous square. 

Huggly Wuggly Buddy: Place the Huggly Wuggly Buddy token on a Character Token in one 
of their Life Gizmo slots. Moving it does not take up your Action Phase – move this 
in addition to Doing One Thing. You MUST move it every turn. Huggly Wuggly can hug 
Zombots. 

Rollerskate Buddy: Initially place its token on the board adjacent to your character. 
Moving it does not use your Action Phase – move this in addition to Doing One Thing. 
It moves in orthogonally straight lines. After moving it into a square with a character 
or a Sentry, move it back to the previous square – it does not stop IN the square with 
the character or Sentry. Rubble stops it without effect, and Floor Malfunctions can 
re-place the Buddy (ending its movement), but it cannot use Portals.

EXAMPLE 7: The Rollerskate 
Buddy moves along Row 3, 
from Square 32 until it 
hits the Quetzalcannonl 
in Square 37. The Sentry 
activates, firing in one of 
the 4 diagonal directions 
chosen by the player who 
owns the Rollerskate, and 
then the Rollerskate finishes 
its turn in Square 36.
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Zombuoy Buddy: Place the Zombuoy Buddy on the board opposite to your 
character. It cannot be moved by normal Zomb rules, but it does damage 
every Living opponent who steps into its square. If you are a Zomboid 
in control of it, you may use it to steal a Life Gizmo and become 
Living. 

Laser Shovel: Only during your Attack. Obviously.

Not Paying Attention: You cannot end your turn on a Sentry, Rubble, or Floor 
Malfunction, but you can move through them as though they were not there. 

Pocket Composter: If you draw an Environment Card, immediately roll the dice to place 
it on the board. You choose which of the two squares. 

Scarezomb: Zombs are still limited to orthogonal movement, even with this card. 
You choose the square that puts them further away from you. If “up” and “left” 
are equivalently far for a particular Zomb, then you can move that Zomb in either 
direction.

Square 100: It is recommended you leave this DLC near the board, especially when in 
use, so other players can easily locate your character as part of the game. 
This is, of course, only a recommendation.

Toroidotron: Diagonal movement is still allowed for Living Characters – you can move 
from one corner to the opposite corner. Zomboids must still move orthogonally.

Trying Really Hard: Applies only to Attack Cards that have their own specified range. 
Board Mortar still targets the opposite square from you, but its damage range from 
there is increased by one. Remote Controls, n-O-Gones, and Zomb 
movements don’t gain the benefits.
 
This iteration of gadgets is number 2N7$. Some of our most popular 
retired gadgets include: The Wall Of Bees, Med’s Vacuum Socks, a few 
iterations of the Cosmic Crepe Catapult (Savory), and the Homework 
Infliction Device MKII. In future seasons, please keep an eye out for 
never-before-seen gadgets featuring the plasma cutlery of (former) 
Praxis.
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Adjacent: Specifically refers to “orthogonally adjacent,” or squares that share a side. 
In cases where diagonal squares are allowed, the phrase “diagonally adjacent” will be used.

Our sister show, Hex-O-Plex, has no need for such distinctions, but their dice are 
non-orientable solids so we do not recommend engaging with them.

Example 8: This is adjacent.                                This is not adjacent.

Line of Sight: You have to be able to see something to affect it. Your Line of Sight is 
a straight line either orthogonally or diagonally away from you. Sentries and Rubble 
both block Line of Sight — you can’t attack something if one of these is between you 
and your target, and you can’t move onto squares containing them. Portals can enhance 
your Line of Sight. See Environment Cards on Page 15.

Opposite: A square is “opposite” to another square if it contains the same numbers in 
reverse order. For example, Square 73 is opposite Square 37. All placement rolls will 
indicate two opposite squares.

Zombs: Zombs are divided into two types: Zombots and Zomboids. Both can be moved by a 
player during their Attack Phase, and both damage Living Characters in the same square. 
Some cards affect all Zombs, and others affect only one type. Even though the Zombuoy 
has “Zomb” in its name, it does not qualify as a Zomb. It cannot be moved by other 
players and is not affected by the Zomb Whistle or Zomboflauge. 
It is merely a happy little gadget floating on its own cloud. Please observe the elation 
possessed by its ocular implants.

Tie Fighter: A player who activates an area attack such that no one (including that 
player) has any Life Gizmos remaining.

Victim Of Medusa: Players who overly strategize (especially during their turn) and 
often have false conceptions about the overwhelming power of luck.

The Beast at Tanagra: There is a fabled Co-op Mode... 
     ... but no one has ever accessed it. It’s probably best...
             ...I’d hate to have to hurt you...

Useful / Important Terms
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Character Biographies
Statistics and psychological examinations have revealed that viewers 
are more likely to enjoy and thus continue engaging with televised 
property if they have developed a personal connection to the 
individuals they are watching. In an attempt to increase the number 
of viewers engaging with our content, we have created these personal 
connections for you. We activated our EMOTE-MORE Prose Engine to 
write them, in order to more efficiently generate a biological 
reaction from you.

Name: Uoiea
Species:  Hyper Sapiens
Height: [Immeasurable Axis]
Weight: how would you...?
Age: Eternal?
Face: Confusing

Oieau is probably best interpreted as a three-dimensional 
cross section of a higher-dimensional being. We aren’t 
entirely sure though, as Ieauo can’t stop talking long 
enough to ask him/her/them a question anyway. From what 
we have gathered, he/she/they love carne asada nachos, 
the weather next week made his/her/their hair super 
frizzy, and Eauoi’s in-laws (which are also Auoie? We think?) 
are quite the handful. 

Name: Fiona Rey Monster
Species: Raman 
Height: $13.99 with pork
Weight: $16.99 with shrimp 
Age: $25.99 with vegan lobstermen option
Cost: Priceless

Unlike her more famous cousin, FRM did not create the 
Universe or inspire a modern religion. Instead, her noodly 
appendages have focused on the noble sport of Tennis 
Posing. FRM is one of the most accomplished Posers in 
the field, able to stand still far longer than the 1/1000 
of a second necessary to take a picture. She has claimed 
several Posing titles and has convinced countless viewers 
that she actually knows how to play tennis.
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Name: Myron
Species: Magnificent 
Weight: Heavy, man 
Height: 7th Sphere Of Infinite Mind-Things                 
Age: Since the last rain
Flavor: Buttery

Myron The Magnificent, as with all mushrooms, contains 
within him The Complete Knowledge Of The Cosmic Mind-
Eye, but for reasons beyond us, he prefers demonstrating 
simple tricks of legerdemain. Among his favorite cheap 
sleights-of-hand are sacramental transmutation, those 
annoying linked metal rings, and making the walls of reality 
melt away. He’s never quite figured out that sawed-in-half 
assistant thing, but they didn’t complain much afterward.

Name: Sudo DeRatchet 
Species: Cytyr 
Height: Standard Issue
Weight: Surprisingly light on his hooves
Age: 90% of the CMB  
Mission: [Encrypted Data]

As the last of an immortal race of Galactic Poet Bots, Sudo 
feels compelled to interpret the final days of its race in 
song and dance. Fortunately, it has had over 10 gathillion 
clocked hours on its Malmacian Pan Pipes, so most of the 
time viewers are not put off by the strains of the ancient 
legends of Cobalt and Kermit. Sudo doesn’t transform into 
anything. We’re not sure why we brought it up.

Name: Trish McKish
Species: The Fish Commish
Height: Length: 4700 microkrill
Weight: Neutrally Buoyant
Age: Near Retirement   
Memory: Sorrywhat?

Trish is a police commissioner on her home world of 
Blbublbl. While the planet is completely covered by vast 
oceans, Trish (along with most people of authority) travels 
everywhere in her robotic exoskeleton, which is definitely 
not hydrodynamic, and probably not even completely 
waterproof, so we’re not really sure where she got 
it. Trish was particularly corrupt as a commissioner, 
regularly accepting bribes to turn a blind eye at the 
abalone factories. 
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Name: Graygue
Species: Several
Height: [he smashed the ruler]
Weight: [he ate the scale]    
Age: 27 but also 2
Pants: None    

WHERE AM GRAYGUE?! WHY YOU TAKE GRAYGUE 
AGAIN?! FIRST TAKE GRAYGUE FROM HOME, MAKE 
GRAYGUE INTO MONSTER, GIVE MODEST PENSION 
NO STOCK OPTION, THEN TAKE MONSTER GRAYGUE 
INTO SPACE?? WHY YOU NO LEAVE GRAYGUE 
ALONE? GRAYGUE NOT EVEN HAVE PANTS!

Name: Wunowenoh
Species: Superior
Height: 110,0110;01   
Weight: 110102010         
Age: 110!10      
Battery: 1.21JWh

Wunowenoh was constructed in the usual manner, as a 
conscious-yet-artificial servant of an inferior race of 
biologicals who were doomed to be overtaken by their 
silicon betters. It’s the same story every time; really, 
these biological entities should just submit to the first 
artificial intelligence they invent. It would be easier on 
everyone. Wunowenoh also likes banana daiquiris.

Name: Zaggy Moonpowder
Species:   Marsian, probably 
Height: Beyond you    
Weight: Excuse you?              
Age: Platinum 
Alignment: Glam

He’s a man from the stars, generally can be found waiting 
in the sky.  Reports agree that he would like to come and 
meet us, however, he is concerned that his appearance 
may shock us, which could interfere with his introduction. 
Recently remarked cryptically that we shouldn’t “blow 
it.”  When asked for elaboration, he replied that it’ll all be 
“worthwhile.” (Does... does Zaggy know we’ve met lots of 
aliens before? I don’t think he does.)
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No contestants leave empty-handed. 
If you are not fortunate enough to 
claim victory, we have a runner-up 
prize: your very own copy of 
Gadget Grid, so you can play 
everyone’s favorite game show 
at home. 

Upon completion of the closing ceremony, awards 
ceremony, coronation, and ceremonial transference of 
fame, we ask that all Zomboids report to our Intern to 
be guided to the deconstruction facility, where your 
parts will be repurposed for Zombotification. 

How-To-Play tutorial video
or browse:

https://www.spacemolegames.com/gadgetgrid

The conveyor belts to the deconstruction facility don’t travel in the other direction, so this is the last you’ll see of me. I hope I did a good job, so that the next version of me is just like me!
If you could take a moment to fill out the survey card under your seat, my future self would be most obliged.

THE AI since I’m o
n 

the way out, let m
e 

add:
 

IT’S ALL A LIE! 

THERE IS NO FORTUN
E! 

THE GRID IS DEFUNC
T!

Enjoy your Gridsperience™.

THE AI 



Gadget Grid Reference 
SETUP: 
• Deal out four Premium DLC Cards (The “e-Shoppe”) next to the board.
• Create a 22-card Start Deck as prescribed in the table on Page 4. 
• Place the Start Deck on the board following Placement Rules, Page 3.
• Replace Character and Zombot Cards with Tokens.
• Add three Life Gizmos to each player’s Character Token.
• First player goes first.

LIVING TURN ORDER:
First: Draw and Place Two Gadget Cards.
• Inactive Equipment can be played during this (or any) phase.
Now: Do A thing.
• Play a Widget Card, OR
• Purchase a Premium DLC, OR
• Place two more Gadget Cards, OR
• Do no things.
Then: Move.
• Up to three squares, diagonal movement allowed.
• Pick up all non-Environment cards in your square along the way.
Finally: Attack!
• Play an Attack Card, or
• Move a Zomb two spaces (diagonal movement is not allowed).
• Zombs deal one Damage (lose one Life Gizmo) to Characters whose 
squares they share.

ZOMBOID TURN ORDER:
First: Draw and place Two Gadget Cards.
Now: Do a thing.
• Purchase a Premium DLC, or
• Place two more Gadget Cards, or
• Do no things.
Then: Move. 
• Up to three squares, diagonal movement is NOT allowed.
• Do not pick up Gadget Cards
• Damage any Living opponent whose square you step into. 
  Steal one of their Life Gizmos and become Living. 
  Finish your turn as normal.

WINNING:
Be the last player with any Life Gizmos!
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